HIRINGS, PROMOTIONS, BOARD MEMBERS AND SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS IN SAN DIEGO

Michael Valentini has joined J.P. Morgan Private Bank in San Diego as a Vice President and Banker. Michael partners closely with the most prominent individuals and families in the San Diego area. He applies his extensive background and nearly a decade of experience to craft personalized strategies across a broad spectrum of public and private investments. Michael is skilled at providing guidance through changing market environments and recognizes the importance of his role as an advocate for his clients.

Previously, Michael was a portfolio manager at Bank of America Private Bank.

Mic De Fazio has joined Woodruff Sawyer as its Southwest Regional Growth Leader. Mic was previously a Field Sales Leader for Newfront Insurance. In his new role, Mic will own new business strategies and drive market growth through key partnerships and sponsorships. Woodruff Sawyer is one of the largest independent insurance brokers in the U.S. Mic adds, “As mergers and acquisitions amongst brokers have upended the industry at the expense of clients, I was attracted to Woodruff Sawyer’s commitment to independence and putting clients’ needs above quarterly results.”

Arcadis is thrilled to announce the appointment of Kyle Schertzing as its new Architecture Practice Lead in San Diego. A Native American from Michigan, his tribe is The Little Traverse Bay Band of Odawa Indians. With over 18 years of experience in international and California projects, Kyle has a proven track record of successfully leading award-winning projects and dynamic architectural teams.

Kyle has practiced in San Diego for 6 years, focusing on UC San Diego and a variety of other project types. He was a key team member of the North Torrey Pine Living and Learning Neighborhood, Project Managed the Public Realm improvements of the Blue Line extension Central Campus station, and most recently was the Principal to lead the completion of the Epstein Family Amphitheater.

This is a significant milestone in the Arcadis acquisition of IBI Group, CRTKL, and DPS with the ongoing mission to expand its local presence and expertise in San Diego. Kyle will work closely with local constituents, city leaders, developers, and builders to foster relationships with local communities, ensuring that Arcadis’ sustainable designs enhance the rich cultural heritage of greater San Diego.

Arcadis is a firm with a deep commitment to sustainable growth in San Diego. Arcadis’ Architecture & Urbanism practice combines the strengths of Arcadis’ Buildings sector with Arcadis-owned IBI Group, CRTKL, and DPS to become a broadly capable architecture practice. This convergence of expertise with these globally respected and recognized firms along with Arcadis’ business, will create a unified entity that can deliver local client outcomes that surpass market expectations.

For more Arcadis info, go to www.Arcadis.com

To place your announcement online, please go to sdbj.com/people-on-the-move/ or sdbj.com/companies-on-the-move/
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